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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Frank Jaksch 
Mon, 31 Oct 2016 17:07:22 +0000 (UTC) 

Steve Block ( stephenbloc@gmail.com )[ stephenbloc@gmail.com] 
FW: Call and Royalty report 

EXHIBIT ; . 

'~,,. 
r---- Redacte-d -----------·-i 
L ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ----~ 

Frank Jaksch 

From: Dan Alminana [mailto:dan@elysiumhealth.com] 
Sent: Saturday, August 13, 2016 6:03 PM 
To: Will Black <WillB@chromadex.com> 
Cc: Eric Marcotulli <eric@elysiumhealth.com>; Frank Jaksch <Frank.Jaksch@chromadex.com>; Tom Varvaro 

<Tom.Varvaro@chromadex.com>; Troy Rhonemus <TroyR@chromadex.com> 
Subject: Re: Call and Royalty report 

Will, 

Appreciate your comments, though respectfully disagree on all points. We've outlined our response below, 
though wanted to offer a couple of overarching thoughts. First, we remain in disbelief that we continue to 
have these discussions and are still being treated this way. Since our first conversations, years ago, we have 
been nothing but great customers - building our company in the exact manner described early on, as well as 
driving tremendous value for ChromaDex. And while you can position these statements and CDXC's actions 
in whatever frame you like, we are all well aware of the actual machinations, whether overtly apparent or 
hidden. Given we now see an ongoing pattern of misrepresentations and outrageous/baseless justifications, 
our most current and rapidly-developing concerns center around the material likelihood that there are 
significantly more things happening about which we are unaware; and all of these actions (in isolation or in 
sum) could exceed standards for fraudulent, and possibly criminal, issues. We now have statements from you 
(elaborated on below) that directly contradict first party marketing/sales materials and first party corporate 
communications from ChromaDex, current and past. You also are taking a very explicit clause in our contact 
and trying to establish nonexistent ambiguity, which depending on where the truth actually lies, could in our 
opinion be another outright misrepresentation of the facts. In effect, we feel that our entire relationship may 
be based on dishonesty. And our hope, as always, was and is to fix this directly - but for any of the issues at 
hand, we are happy to involve third parties - yours, ours, and mutually agreed-upon independents - to 
evaluate the topics in question, as well as conduct an audit to get to the real answers. Ultimately, this can be 
very costly and time consuming, as well as detrimental - more so to CDXC given requirements to disclose 
such investigations publicly. This cost is further compounded by the possibility that, in the event of evident 
wrongdoing, the losing party may be responsible for the costs of the audit/analysis in its entirety. 

Pricing Breach 
My initial note was a request for clarification. Frank then responded, letting us know that ChromaDex had 
transacted below our pricing level. So for the sake of clarification, the breach was self-reported on June 29th. 
If you'd like an extension, however, please let us know. 

To be clear, Section 3.1 of our NR Supply Agreement states: "If, at any time during the Term, Chromadex 
supplies Niagen (or a substantially similar product) to a Third Party at a price that is lower than that at 
which Niagen is supplied to Elysium Health under this Agreement, then the price of Niagen supplied under 
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this Agreement shall be revised to such Third Party price with effect from the date of the applicable sale to 
such Third Party and ChromaDex shall promptly provide Elysium Health with any refund or credits thereby 
created ... " 

The great thing about contract law is that it relies first on that which is explicitly outlined, and only after that 
do we begin to interpret any potential nuances. In this case, the contract couldn't be more straightforward. 

And for further specificity, this section has nothing to do with aggregate order volumes, projections, etc. of 
one customer vs. Elysium. If at any point we ordered NR (any single purchase order) at an equal or greater 
volume to any Third Party (any single purchase order) and we received a higher price, then ChromaDex was 
in violation of Section 3 .1. There is no other possible way to read or interpret this section. Again, we are 
more than willing to have our counsel review with yours, and bring in an independent team as well. We are 
confident in the current construct, which is why we agreed to the language at the outset of our partnership. 

Combination Exclusivity Breach 
Similarly for this, we can bring in experts to decide the issue at hand - and from a variety of backgrounds and 
fields. Prior to doing so, and in the spirit ofreaching a resolution more swiftly, we wanted to include a 
ChromaDex press release and snapshot of your website that clearly shows, in CDXC's own words, that 
resveratol is substantially similar to pterostilbene. In fact, and as we both know, resveratrol is the absolutely 
best and PRIMARY ingredient that could and would be considered similar to ptero (please see attached 
screenshot and this link: http:ljinvestors.chromadex.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=212121&p=irol-newsArticle Print&ID=1557971). 

In revisiting the idea of disbelief, that you would offer us in email ( or any other medium) a viewpoint from an 
educated and experienced scientific team that resveratrol and pterostilbene are not similar is beyond 
comprehension, not to mention so far outside the realm of reason that we can't help but wonder why you 
would even put that in writing. The fact that you would put a point in email, so directly in contrast with the 
established science and your own communications and marketing materials, as justification for breaching a 
contract could again constitute fraud. We are unsure whose analysis is relied upon in making this 
determination. However, there exists a de minimis likelihood that any person reviewing the contract would 
come to CDXC's conclusion. 

For what feels like the millionth time, and far in excess of being a broken record, all we have ever wanted is 
to sell product and be treated fairly. We have been very successfully (and we are only getting started) on the 
former and not so much on the latter. This is no longer just a huge disappointment for us, it is a serious set of 
actions purposely taken to benefit ChromaDex at Elysium's expense, holding valuable information 
asymmetrically and being dishonest with us - when we have never done so with you. We continue to get 
blamed, beaten, and maligned with every subsequent interaction. We are now at a point where the biggest and 
best Silicon Valley venture capitalists want to put their weight behind us, but they require substantial 
diligence. This means that we need to dig in and fact check every aspect of our agreements. Several of the 
most important clauses of our agreements have already been breached, so we will focus much of our efforts 
in learning all of the relevant details to ensure a quick and accurate resolution. 

In the spirit of getting to this resolution directly and without the involvement of third parties, we recommend 
an open, honest, and frank discussion about what orders people have placed, what Elysium is fairly owed, 
and what Chromadex plans to do to uphold our exclusive arrangement in the manner they represented at the 
outset. 

Best, 
Dan 
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On Aug 12, 2016, at 4:43 PM, Will Black <WillB@chromadex.com> wrote: 

Dear Dan, 

Thanks for the mail and the specifics on the points that you raise below. 
Allow us to address both your points then we would welcome an in-person meeting as soon as 
possible to discuss any residual questions or concerns on the overall relationship. 

1) We didn't take your e-mail on June 29
th 

as a notification of breach. Rather we saw it as 
a request for clarification on our pricing terms and where Elysium stood relative to 
"Most Favored Nations" pricing. As Frank and I disclosed to you and Eric on our June 

29
th 

call, in 2015 while Elysium was a very important customer in terms of volume, you 
we not our largest customer (nor second largest) customer. As we also shared, in 2015, 
there was one lower price point for a much higher volume customer, which per terms of 
our Supply Agreement, we were not obliged to match. We did however, make an 
adjustment to your pricing in Q4 2015 to bring you in line with your volume pacing for 
the year. We should note, that there is not a specified time period in Section 3.1 of our 
NR Supply Agreement and our interpretation is to square up on anannua!ized basis 

In Ql 2016 you ordered more volume than a "lower" priced customer. We 
recognized this favorable trend with a price adjustment to $800/kg for your Q2 
order 
While we are excited and optimistic about Elysium's growth and hope you will in 

fact be our biggest volume customer in 2016, we felt it premature to assume that, at 
this point, so we were/are not actively considering any type of adjustment for the 
Ql volume, as you elude to in your mail below. We will happily review in Q4 2016, 
as we did in 2015, to see how your total annual volume is coming in. 
One important note: we were happy to consider and grant your longer payment 

term request in Ql, outside the terms of the Agreement, as we feel it is important to 
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support your business and growth. We appreciate the importance that this not a one
sided relationship and that both parties have to be willing to make compromises. 
Both Elysium and Chroma Dex need to be successful in order to sustain mutual 
growth and profitability. You will remember that we told you on our June 29 call 
that the $800/kg price point was not sustainable for Chroma Dex and this continues 
to be true. Be assured that whatever our "best pricing" becomes, that we will stay 
within the spirit our Agreement, but more importantly our overall relationship. 

2) To our knowledge there are 2 brands using NIAGEN and low levels of our pterostilbene 
(Ptero). These were pre-existing formulations to our February 2016 Amendment, and 
we have notified the parties that they will need to reformulate to take either the 
NIAGEN or Ptero out of formulation as a consequence of our deal. These re
formulations and subsequent sell-through of stock, will take some time as I am sure you 
appreciate, but it will happen. Subsequent to our February 2016 Amendment, one 
brand was developed using a Ptero (not ours) and NIAGEN formulation. We notified 
that customer and they have already reformulated their product to exclude Ptero. Be 
assured that we have activity running in the background to deliver on the spirit and 
letter of this aspect of the Amendment 

As to your comment about Resveratrol being "substantially similar'' to pterostilbene, we 
aren't aligned with your interpretation. Ptero and Resveratrol sources are different 
molecules, with different bioavailability and compositional profiles. Each has their own 
unique set of studies and claims. By way of example, we would consider Pterostilbene 
extracts from plants to be "substantially similar'' to pTeropure using a chemical 
synthesis, whereas Nicotinamide Riboside and Niacin are not "substantially similar." 
Our differences in definitions and interpretations probably point to a need to provide 
clarity in the Amendment and should probably consider revisions in that regard, to that 
language. 

We want to emphasize the importance of our relationship from Chroma Dex' point of view. 
think we may have discussed on our last call the need to have more regular discussion/review. 
We think this would be very valuable and head-off some of the concerns and potential issues 
like the ones you are surfacing below. It would also give us an opportunity to discuss further 
differentiation strategies for Elysium, like the NDI framework that the FDA is now working on. 

We look forward to your feedback and availability to meet. 

Best regards, 

Will 

Will Black 
VP Sales & Marketing 

<image001.jpg> 

10005 Muirlands Blvd., Suite G 
Irvine, CA 92618 USA 

Tel: +1.949.419.0288 
Mobile: +1.949.648.0704 
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Fax: +1.949.419.0294 
WillB@chromadex.com 
www.chromadex.com 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
This email is the property of ChromaDex, Inc and/or its relevant affiliates and contains confidential and privileged material for the sole use of the intended 

recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by or to others is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient (or authorized 
to receive for the recipient), please contact the sender at 949.419.0288 or reply to Chroma Dex, Inc at webmaster@chromadex.com and 
delete all copies of the message. 

Will Black 
VP Sales & Marketing 
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10005 Muirlands Blvd., Suite G 
Irvine, CA 92618 USA 

Tel: +1.949.419.0288 
Mobile: +1.949.648.0704 

Fax: +1.949.419.0294 
W.i.US.@chromad~.Js&Q!I! 
www.chromadex.com 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
This email is the property of Chroma Dex, Inc and/or its relevant affiliates and contains confidential and privileged material for the sole use of the intended 

recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by or to others is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient (or authorized 
to receive for the recipient), please contact the sender at 949.419.0288 or reply to Chroma Dex, Inc at webmaster@chromadex.com and 
delete all copies of the message. 

From: Dan Alminana [mailto:dan@elysiumhealth.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2016 2:50 PM 
To: Tom Varvaro <Tom.Varvaro@chromadex.cq_rr.i_> 
Cc: eric@elysiumhealth.com; Frank Jaksch <Frank.Jaksch@chromadex.com>; Troy Rhonemus 

<TroyR@chromadex.com> 
Subject: Re: Call and Royalty report 

Tom, 

Thanks for checking in. Eric and I have been crisscrossing the country, as we are in process of 
closing a large fundraising from great Silicon Valley VCs, so apologies for the delay. 

Copying Frank and Troy here, as there are a couple of items that will require much lengthier 
discussions/ diligence: 

• On June 29, 2016, we informed Chromadex management by email that there was a 
material breach of our contract related to Niagen pricing (Section 3.1 of our NR Supply 
Agreement dated February 3, 2014). 42 days have passed since this notification and we 
have not yet heard anything from the CDXC team on how this breach will be remedied. We 
assume that your team has been working through this, as there is a 90 day window to 
remedy the situation, so it would be great to get an update on your end. Before anything 
else, we will need to have this breach remedied (eg finalize the refund owed). 

o We received a spreadsheet from Frank on June 13, 2016 that indicated others were 
paying less than Elysium for similar or smaller volumes. 
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o The note to which the spreadsheet was attached clearly sought to omit critical and 
actual data for the purposes of masking a breach. 
o Frank emailed a subsequent message on June 29, 2016 that confirmed others had 
paid $900/kg for NR (and with no royalty). 
o We were later informed on a phone discussion on June 30, 2016 with Frank and 
Will, that CDXC had also transacted at an $800/kg price point for NR. 

• As a part of the diligence efforts of one large VC, a second breach was recently identified 
related to our exclusive rights to the combination ofNiagen and pTeroPure (or any 
ingredients that are substantially similar). Please see Section 3 .11.3 of our Amendment to 
Supply Agreement dated February 19, 2016. It was brought to our attention that there is 
another product currently in market that contains both Niagen and pTeroPure 
(http://www.lifeextension.com/vi tamins-supplements/item 02031/ optimized-resveratrol
with-nicotinamide-riboside). 

o The product not only lists pterostilbene among its labeled ingredients, but 
highlights it as pTeroPure specifically. 
o This product also contains Resveratrol, so even if pTeroPure was not included in 
this product, it would still be in violation, as Resveratrol would be classified as 
"substantially similar" to pTeroPure. 
o This was a huge embarrassment for us to be notified of this breach by a firm that is 
looking to inject substantial capital into Elysium. This also brings up the question of 
who else is being sold Niagen to make products that will contain pTero, Resveratrol 
or any other ingredient that would be considered substantially similar? This will 
require a very deep diligence process, as requested by this investor, likely by one of 
the big four forensic auditing firms. It will also require all products in violation to be 
pulled within the 90 day remedy window outlined in our contract. 

We are hugely let down by both of these breaches and will need to get a comprehensive 
understanding about how they will be remedied. The investors have, like we in the past, voiced 
concern over the fact that we are CDXC's best customer but are continually treated as ifwe are 
the worst. 

We are slated for investor meetings and dinners in CA through Thursday night, but can connect 
Friday PM when we are back in the office. 

Best, 
Dan 

On Aug 9, 2016, at 10:23 AM, Tom Varvaro <tom.varvaro@chromadex.com> 
wrote: 

Dan, 
Do you guys have a finalized royalty report for us? 
Also do you have time for a quick call this morning or tomorrow morning. 
Regards, 

Tom Varvaro 
Chief Financial Officer 
ChromaDex lnc.10005 Muirlands Suite G 
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Irvine, CA 92618 
USATel: +1 949-419-0288 
Direct +1 949-600-9701 
Direct Fax: +1 949-356-1601 
Tom.Varvaro@chromadex.com 
www.chromadex.com 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE This email is the property of ChromaDex, Inc. and/or its relevant affiliates and contains confidential 

and privileged material for thesole use of the intended recipient (s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure 
by or to others is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient (or authorized to receive for the 
recipient), please contact the sender at 949.419.0288 or reply to ChromaDex, Inc. 
at webmaster@chromadex.com and delete all copies of the message. 
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